Abstract Computing with guarantees is based on two arithmetical features. One is fixed (double) precision interval arithmetic. The other one is dynamic precision interval arithmetic, here also called long interval arithmetic. The basic tool to achieve high speed dynamic precision arithmetic for real and interval data is an exact multiply and accumulate operation and with it an exact dot product. Pipelining allows to compute it at the same high speed as vector operations on conventional vector processors. Long interval arithmetic fully benefits from such high speed. Exactitude brings very high accuracy, and thereby stability into computation. This document, which has been Communicated by G. Alefeld.
Introduction
If x i , i = 1(1)n, n ≥ 0, are floating-point numbers and X = [x low , x high ] is an interval with floating-point bounds x low and x high , then an element of the form
is called a long interval of length n. The x i are called the components of x and X is called the interval component.
In this definition n is permitted to be zero. Then the sum is empty and x = X is just an interval with standard floating-point bounds. In the representation of a long interval it is desirable that the components do not overlap, i.e., the exponents of two successive summands differ at least by the number of mantissa digits. The operations for long intervals are written so that they produce results with this property. With an exact dot product the operations +, −, * , /, and the square root for long reals and long intervals are easily programmed, see [1] [2] [3] [4] . The width of the interval x is a direct measure of its accuracy. With increasing width of a long interval the length n may decrease.
It is well known that evaluation of an arithmetic expression for an interval x leads to a superset of the range of the expression. The distance between this superset and the range decreases with the width of the interval x and it tends to zero with the width of x. This simple observation is the basis for many successful and simple applications of long interval arithmetic.
In a letter to IEEE 754R [5] 1 The floating-point arithmetic standard IEEE 754 [7] provides functions sum(p, n) and dot(p, q, n) for accumulation 2 of the components of a vector p and for the dot product 3 of two vectors p and q of length n with no accuracy requirement. Vector processors use such functions to gain high speed. The Vienna proposal [8] also provides functions for these operations and it requires computation of the tightest interval enclosure of the sum and the dot product of vectors with real and interval components.
In contrast to this the IFIP WG-IEEE 754R and the IFIP WG-IEEE P1788 letters [5, 6] require exact accumulation of the sum and the dot product for vectors with real and interval components. An exact dot product for the double precision format is the base for long real and long interval arithmetic. The exact dot product can be implemented with the same high speed as dot products on conventional vector processors. Long real and long interval arithmetic fully benefit from such high speed.
Experience has shown that computing the dot product by function calls leads to clumsy and awkward programming. It is reasonable, therefore, that the exact dot product be computed by use of a new data format which is called complete associated with each floating-point format together with a few simple operations. A complete format is a signed fixed-point format which has enough digit positions such that multiplication of pairs of non-exceptional floating-point numbers and accumulation of such summands have exact results. They are complete in that all possible information from non-exceptional floating-point operands of multiplication and accumulation operations is represented. Not a single bit is lost. The result contains the exact sum in its entirety [3, 4, 9, 10] .
A complete expression is composed of operands and operations. Only three kinds of operands are permitted: floating-point numbers, exact products of two such numbers, and data of the format complete. Such operands can be added or subtracted in an arbitrary order. All operations (multiplication, addition, and subtraction) are to be exact. The result is a datum of type complete. For non-exceptional floating-point operands it 1 In Numerical Analysis the dot product is ubiquitous. It is not merely a fundamental operation in matrix and vector arithmetic. The process of residual or defect correction, or of iterative refinement, is composed of scalar products. With the exact scalar product the defect can always be computed to full accuracy. It is the exact scalar product which makes residual correction effective. It has a direct and positive influence on all iterative solvers of systems of equations. But also direct solvers of systems of equations profit from computing the defect to full accuracy. The step of verifying the correctness of an approximate solution is based on accurate computation of the defect and on the exact dot product in critical situations, see [11, 12] and [4] . Computational geometry is another area where the exact dot product turns out to be extremely useful. If one runs out of precision using double precision in a certain problem class, one often runs out of quadruple precision very soon as well. It is preferable, therefore, to provide a high speed basis for enlarging the precision rather than to provide any fixed higher precision. With the exact scalar product high speed multiple precision arithmetic can easily be provided for real and for interval data. Long interval arithmetic has been successfully applied to the computation of very ill conditioned problems. Validated numerics requires additional arithmetical features. The exact dot product is the fundamental tool for this purpose. For implementation see [3, 4, 9, 10] . 2 Accumulation means continued addition. 3 Also called scalar or inner product. 
Complete arithmetic

Complete format
A floating-point format F is characterized by four parameters, the radix or base b of the number system in use, the number l of digits in the mantissa, and the least and the greatest exponents emin and emax; thus F = F(b, l, emax, emin).
The product of two floating-point numbers with l digits has 2l digits. In order to represent all products of floating-point numbers with negative exponents exactly another |2emin| digits are required after the point for the fractional part of the complete format. In order to represent all products of floating-point numbers with positive exponents exactly 2emax digits before the point are required for the integer part of the complete format. Thus all products of floating-point numbers are representable in a fixed-point register of length 2emax + 2l + 2|emin| without loss of information. Products of floating-point numbers can be added into a register of this size. Each accumulation can result in an (intermediate) overflow of the integer part by one bit. To accommodate possible overflows another k bits before the point allows b k accumulations to be computed without loss of information due to overflow. The final result of the accumulation if rounded into a floating-point number is assumed to have an exponent between emax and emin; otherwise the problem needs to be scaled.
Complete format is characterized by two numbers m = k + 2emax, which is the number of digits before the point, and d = 2l + 2|emin|, which is the number of digits after the point. In detail, it is composed of four parts, viz. a three-bit status, a one-bit sign, an m-bit integer part, and a d-bit fractional part, where k is chosen such that L = m + d + 4 is a multiple of eight. For IEEE 754 binary64 format with l = 53, emin = −1022, and emax = 1023 the recommended value for L = m + d + 4 is 4288 bits (536 bytes or 67 words of 64 bits) allowing 2 88 accumulations before overflow could occur. The status field has one of the values exact, inexact, −∞, +∞, overflow, sNaN, or qNaN (Fig. 1) .
For IEEE 754 decimal64 format with 20 bits of overflow, m ≥ 789 and d = 798. Using the encoding specified in IEEE 754 (ten bits representing three decimal digits), and again assuming the total number of bits to be a multiple of eight, 5312 bits (664 bytes) are recommended. An implementation shall at least provide complete formats corresponding to binary64 if it provides binary floating-point and decimal64 if it provides decimal floating-point. Complete formats corresponding to other floating-point formats may be provided. Table 1 shows values of m and d for other formats.
Complete operations
Convert
An implementation shall provide the following operation, producing a result of complete or floating-point format, as specified by the operation. The source operand may be of complete format, floating-point format, or integer format. The radix of the operand shall be the same as the radix of the result.
• formatOf -convert(source)
Conversion of an exceptional floating-point operand (sNaN, qNaN, −∞, +∞) to complete format shall cause the corresponding status of the result to be set, and the mantissa of the operand shall be copied to the high-order l bits of the fraction part of the result. Conversion of an exceptional complete-format operand (overflow, sNaN, qNaN, −∞, +∞) to another complete format shall preserve the status; if the value of m or d of the result is less than the corresponding value for the operand, the low-order bits of the integer part and the high-order bits of the fraction part shall be preserved. Conversion of a complete operand with overflow status to floating-point format shall produce floating-point infinity with the same sign. Otherwise conversion of an exceptional complete-format operand (sNaN, qNaN, −∞, +∞) to floating-point format shall produce a corresponding exceptional floating-point result, with the mantissa equal to the high-order l bits of the fraction part. Conversion of a normal floating-point datum to complete format, or of a complete-format datum to a complete format with values of m and d not less than those of the operand, shall be exact. Conversion of a normal (exact, inexact) complete format datum to a floating-point format shall round as specified in clause 4 of IEEE 754. Floating-point overflow might signal; if floating-point overflow signals, the result shall be a floating-point infinity of the same sign as the operand. The result of conversion of a normal (exact, inexact) complete format datum to a complete format with a value of m less than that of the operand might have overflow status. Conversion of a normal (exact, inexact) complete format datum to a complete format with a value of d less than that of the operand shall round as specified in Clause 4 of IEEE 754, and the result shall have inexact status, unless the result has overflow status. If the operand has inexact status the result shall have inexact status, unless the result has overflow status. Bits of the integer and fraction parts that are not derived from the operand shall be zero.
Addition and subtraction
In addition to the indicators of operand and result formats specified in subclause 5.1 of IEEE 754 , this document specifies
• completeFormatOf indicates that the name of the operation specifies a complete destination format.
An implementation shall provide the following operations, producing a completeformat result. The operands shall be of complete, floating-point, or integer format, and of the same radix as the result. The result shall be computed using complete arithmetic, as if any operand that is not of complete format, or of a complete format different from the result, were first converted to the same complete format as the result using the convert operation.
• completeFormatOf -completeAddition(source1, source2)
The operation completeAddition(x, y) computes x + y.
The operation completeSubtraction(x, y) computes x − y.
Multiply and add
An implementation shall provide the following operation, producing a complete-format result. The source1 and source2 operands shall be of floating-point format, and of the same radix as the result. The source3 operand shall be a complete-format operand of the same radix as the result. The multiplication shall be computed without loss of any digits, the addition shall be computed using complete arithmetic in the complete format corresponding to the floating-point operands, and the result converted if necessary to the specified result format as if by application of the convert operation.
• completeFormatOf -completeMultiplyAdd(source1, source2, source3) The operation completeMultiplyAdd(x, y, z) computes (x × y) + z.
If any of the operands in this operation is an exceptional floating-point datum (s N a N, q Na N, −∞, +∞) the status field is set appropriately. Here the products of the bounds of the vector components a νi b ν j are to be computed without loss of any digits. Then the minima and maxima have to be selected. These selections can be done by distinguishing the nine cases as usual for interval multiplication. The selected products are then accumulated in complete arithmetic each one as an exact scalar product. Finally the sum of products is rounded only once by (resp. ) from the complete format onto F as specified in clause 4 of IEEE 754 .
If any of the components of the interval vectors a and b is the empty set, the result of the dot product a ♦ · b shall be the empty set.
